An investigation of Crater Diameter on Plain Slab Foamed Concrete Rice Husk Ash (FCRHA) Exposed to Low Impact Loading
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Abstract. As sustainable material building and construction, the foamed concrete (FC) in this investigation was modified by adding the Rice Husk Ash (RHA) as sand replacement to increase its strength. Furthermore, this modification material (is called FCRHA) treated on impact loading. This investigation was motivated when the plain slab of FCRHA subjected to small impactor, then the nose impactor over all would penetrate into slab target due to porosity of FCRHA. The experimental produced plain slabs FCRHA and FC (as a control) with 1400 kg/m 3 and 1600 Kg/m 3 of densities. In impact test all plain slabs exposed by 40 mm steel blunt nose impactor with various impact velocities. The result showed the crater which produced by impact loading was not found spalling, scabbing, radial crack and widely cratering. This local damage occurred when porosity of FCRHA took over the impact loading. The nose impactor over all considered have been successful penetrated into slab of FCRHA and FC. Therefore, the diameter of crater equals to diameter of impactor. With this certainty, the prediction penetration depth on plain slab FCRHA (also FC) can be determined in future investigation. In addition, the penetration of impactor on FCRHA with low impact velocity give the same impression on penetration impactor with high impact velocity on FC.

1 Introduction

The application of sustainable material is not sufficient by only using lightweight aerated Foamed Concrete (FC) as construction and building material, yet the used of waste resources becoming popular ideas to reach the expected materials. Since the used of waste materials is cost effective, especially in construction industry. At the same time, the investigation on using of waste Rice Husk Ash (RHA) as construction materials is not something new [1-3] RHA in FC mixes can enhance the strength of FC [4, 5]. RHA increased the stress wall porosity in FC, and along with the increased stress, so as strain in wall porosity, which resulted in FC with RHA (FCRHA) increasing strength [6, 7]. Other than that, the FCRHA gives better impact energy absorption [6, 8]. The RHA act as
strengthtener in FC and increase the elasticity of FCRHA, resulting in decreased falling fragment and spalling [9]. When FCRHA exposed to impact loading then, FCRHA is able to spread the impact energy to all slab body and the porosity in FCRHA take over those loading, wherein the impact energy wave changed to tensile or compressive energy (depend on the constraint placed on a slab) taken over by porosity [10].

The basic idea of this investigation presents, that slab of FC or FCRHA decreased the local damage (crater) as wide as touching area of impactor on slab surface, when the slab subjected to impact loading. This local damage occurs, when the porosity of slab takes over the impact energy and prevent widely damage such as radial crack, wide crater, spalling or scabbing [8,9]. Meanwhile, the scabbing, spalling, widely cratering, or radial crack would be created on the rigid concrete, when it is subjected to impact loading [11].

However, previous research [8, 12] observed the crater as local damage on FC and FCRHA by using impactor with large diameter, and the result showed the blunt nose shape not fully penetrated to FC and FCRHA. The penetration depth of FCRHA has more shallow crater than FC due to different strength. This indicates that the local damage and the penetration on FC and FCRHA influenced by the role of impact velocity, target strength, nose shape and size of impactor diameter [13]. Therefore, the local damage in those case could not set at broad of nose shape impactor.

Hence, this investigation offered tracing of local damage in FCRHA should be tested by smaller impactor to prove that local damage trace on FCRHA appeared only as wide as impactor diameter even though exposed by low impact velocity as in high impact velocity on FC [9]. Thereby, the relation between nose shape impactor diameters with impact diameter can be determined.

This investigation provided the plain slabs FC (as a control) and FCRHA with densities 1400 kg/m² and 1600 kg/m². Those slabs exposed to blunt nose impactor with various low impact velocities. The most important thing in this investigation is create the relation between penetrations of impactor in FCRHA with the area of penetration of impactor on slabs, besides the local damage behaviour observation.

2 Material and experiment

2.1 Material and mix proportion

The RHA obtained from rice manufacture at Muar-Johor Malaysia which un-controlled burning under 700ºC during ± 6 hours. The RHA inserted into a mixture concrete to substitute the partly of sand. Where 25% volume of sand replaced by RHA on cement-sand ratios 1:4 by weight. Basically, FCRHA admixture was produced same way as FC, which this experimental, the pre-foaming method was applied. The OPC, sand, water, and RHA mixed evenly as base mixture, further added by stable preformed aqueous foam which made separately. The stable foam was created by 1:20 of foam agent-water ratio.

The base mix of FC and FCRHA produced by 3:5 of water-cement ratio. While, to avoid the absorption of water by RHA in FCRHA, then the water added into a mixture about 1.25 of RHA/water ratio. Finally, the slab target were produced by size of 300mm x 300mm with 200 mm of thickness, where the slabs target have densities about 1400 kg/m³ and 1600 kg/m³ that were cured for 28 days.

2.2 Experiment

The primary objective of this experiment was to observe the local damage behavior especially relation between the diameter of impactor and the crater on plain slab surface of
FCRHA that created through low impact velocity. The steel blunt nose impactor (see Figure 1c) with 17 kg of weight and 40mm diameter (d) was used through drop weight impact method [14-16]. This method was applied where, the impactor dropped at various altitudes of 1.2 m, 1.4 m and 1.6 m which equal to 4.8 m/s, 5.2 m/s and 5.6 m/s respectively. A pipe used to guide the fall of impactor (Fig. 1a) that falling perpendicularly on a target. During impact test, the slab target constrained on all sides including up and bottom sides (Fig. 1b) to create the magnitude compressive stress from reflected energy wave [10]. So, the plastic deformation would be expected occurs at constraint area firstly and local damage would be increased. Visually, local damage on surface plain slab was observed for diameter and penetration of impactor.

Fig. 1. (a) Drop weight impact frame (b) Slab constrained during test (c) Blunt nose shape of steel impactor

3 Result and discussion

3.1 Local damage behaviour

Local impact occurred in this investigation was crater without radial crack, spalling, scabbing nor wide cratering [11, 17, 18] on FC and FCRHA slab target (see Fig. 2). Since the porosity of FC and FCRHA carried out the impact loading [8]. This impact loading had been transformed to be energy wave, when the impactor initial touched on surface slab target and spread in slab target transversely and longitudinally [10]. In this investigation, all sides of slab target were constrained during impact test. The energy impact that propagate in slab longitudinally is compressive stress wave and it would be enhanced to be double due to no displacement is allowed at side edge (constrained). Furthermore, the increasing stress compressive wave create a plastic compressive wave. Thus, the energy dissipation of plastic compressive wave and plastic deformation should be occurred in constrained area [10]. So that why, in this case usually the constrained area of slab could be failed firstly due to high compression energy wave that generated from impact loading. However, in this experiment the failure of constrained area was not occur to slab target FC and FCRHA (see Fig. 2), since porosity in FC and FCRHA hinder well the compression energy wave [8, 19].
Physically, there is difference between FC and FCRHA, FC is seen more porous, while the FCRHA visibly is denser (see Fig. 3). Fig. 3b shows the RHA filled up the porous of FCRHA furthermore, this is caused the FCRHA more strength than FC (see Table 1) [7]. Besides the RHA improved elasticity of porosity in FCRHA [8]. However, this physical condition does not make FCRHA different from RHA when it subjected to impact loading. The crater which created on surface of FCRHA was similar with FC. This indicates that FCRHA was good absorb energy and presence the RHA was not reduce ability absorb energy of FCRHA.

Fig. 3. Appearance of porosity on a) FC and b) FCRHA.

Fig. 4 shows the craters of slab surface of FC (Fig. 4a, 4b and 4c) and FCRHA (Fig. 4d, 4e and 4f) with target density 1400 Kg/m³. Those slab target generated by impactor with different impact velocities about 4.8 m/s (Fig. 4a and 4d), 5.2 m/s (Fig. 4b and 4e) and 5.6 m/s (Fig. 4c and 4f). All craters clearly show that no radial crack, spalling, or widely cratering created. Nonetheless, the crater of FC for all impact velocities formed the crack on crater beyond, meanwhile the beyond crack on FCRHA visibly vague. This indicates that the elasticity of porosity of FCRHA increased [8, 19].

Fig. 4. The craters that formed by blunt nose impactor with various impact velocities on slab target of FC (a, b and c) and FCRHA (d, e and f). All slab target with 1400 kg/m³ of density
The comparison between slab target of FC and RHA with 1600 kg/m$^3$ of density was presented in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a, 5b, and 5c show the crater of FC surfaces slab which created by 4.8 m/s, 5.2 m/s, and 5.6 m/s impact velocities, respectively. So that with Fig. 5d, 5e and 5f for FCRHA which were exposed by the same impact velocities as FC, respectively. The result shows no different with 1400 kg/m$^3$ density of slabs target.

Fig. 5. Comparison of local damage on FC (a, b and c) and FCRHA (d, e and f) slab target with 1600 kg/m$^3$ of density. The local damage created the crater by blunt nose impactor with various velocities.

### 3.2 Penetration values

Basically, penetration depth is essential variable for measuring the localized damage on slab concrete due to impact loading. By the penetration depth the local damage on slab could be determined, even for perforation prediction [20]. Table 1 presents the penetration depth ($X_e$) and diameter of crater ($D_c$) of each material due to various velocities of impact loading.

The result shows that penetration of FC with 1400 kg/m$^3$ density was deepest than others. Meanwhile, the diameter of crater which created by impactor shows the impact velocity of 5.6 m/s hit the FC 1400 created the largest crater than others, i.e. 40.7 mm. Actually, the diameter of impactor was 40 mm, it means the nose impactor wholly was success penetrate in slab concrete without cracking, spalling and widely cratering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material (density) (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Compressive strength ($f_C$) (MPa)</th>
<th>Impact velocity (v) (m/s)</th>
<th>Penetration depth ($X_e$) (mm)</th>
<th>Diameter of crater ($D_c$) (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC (1400)</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC (1600)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCRHA (1400)</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCRHA (1600)</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Relation between penetration depth and impact velocity presents in Fig. 6 and 7. The penetration was not significant for both material FC1400 and FCRHA1400 (see Fig. 6). In the other hand, both materials with 1600 kg/m$^3$ density, resulted the different penetration depth (see Fig. 7), where both of materials have different compressive strength (see Table 1). From the result indicates that strength of concrete play an important role for penetration depth of concrete beside impact velocity, where the result agrees with previous researchers [13, 17, 20-22].

![Fig. 6. Penetration depth of impactor on slab of FC and FCRHA with density 1400 kg/m$^3$](image1)

![Fig. 7. Penetration depth of impactor on slab of FC and FCRHA with density 1600 kg/m$^3$](image2)

### 3.3 Diameter of penetration

In the case where the slab concrete could absorbed energy impact without radial crack, spalling, scabbing, nor widely cratering, the diameter crater is important to measure the local damage on slab target. By using different impact velocities on each material target, the result obtained relation between the diameters of the crater on a slab with penetration impactor as whichever seen in Fig. 8. The data trend line created by diameter against penetration is polynomial that will eventually constant at a certain point i.e. the diameter of impactor as seen in curve of FC1400. Meanwhile, other data inclined to follow FC1400, but not reach the value of the impactor diameter. Perhaps it caused by a deficiency of impact energy or the concrete strength was greater than FC1400, which hindering the penetration of impactor [13, 18, 21]. Although, the values of diameter crater each data are different, all penetration of whole nose impactor considered have been successful to penetrate slab of FC and FCRHA. This diameter result gives a contribution for penetration depth prediction of FCRHA and FC by the reason that the crater diameter of FC and FCRHA slab equals to a nose diameter of impactor. Therefore, the result provides the conclusion that penetration of impactor on FCRHA with low impact velocity give the same impression on penetration impactor with high impact velocity on FC [9].
Fig. 8. Diameter of crater for FC and FCRHA with 1400 kg/m$^3$ and 1600 kg/m$^3$ due to various impact loading. The diameter crater tending toward a point the diameter of impactor

4 Conclusion

The investigation of diameter crater as local damage on plain slab FC and FCRHA with 1400 kg/m$^3$ and 1600 kg/m$^3$ subjected to 4.8 m/s, 5.2 m/s and 5.6 m/s impact velocities has been conducted. The local damage produced crater with no spalling, scabbing radial crack nor widely cratering due to the porosity took over the impact load. The presence of RHA in FCRHA enhanced the wall elasticity of porous, causes the strength of FCRHA increased. The strength of concrete is play important role on penetration beside the impact velocity. So that, penetration of impactor on FCRHA more shallow than FC and cracking in crater beyond seen vague. The objectives of this investigation has been achieved that nose impactor wholly penetrated in plain slab of FCRHA, which its diameter of crater will be used as an orientation on penetration depth prediction and dimension of impact calculation in future investigation.
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